Abstract-A class of formal languages (ACML) acceptable by automaton counter machines is consid ered. This class is shown to be close with respect to the operations of union, regular intersection, con catenation, infinite iteration, homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism. It follows from here that this class is a full abstract family of languages [7] with all the properties following from this. Further more, the ACML is close with respect to intersection and substitution but is not closed with respect to complement and reverse. For the ACML class, the problems of emptiness and recognition of words of a language given by an automaton counter machine are decidable, but the problems of inclusion and equivalence of languages are undecidable. A comparison with other classes of languages (regular, con text free, context sensitive, and Petri net languages) is performed. 2. MAIN CONCEPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS Binary relation р is a partial order relation on the set X if it is reflexive (x р x), transitive (x р y ∧ y р z ⇒ x р z), and antisymmetric (x р y ∧ y р x ⇒ x = y). If a relation is only reflexive and transitive, it is called a relation of quasi order or preorder.
INTRODUCTION
There are a large number of formalisms (such as push down automata, Petri networks (vector addition systems), basic concurrent processes, lossy channel systems, etc.) for modeling and analysis of concurrent and distributed systems. These systems are normally simulated by transition systems with a finite number of control states, which are equipped with data structures, such as variables, counters, stacks, queues, etc. The models within the framework of the above listed formalisms generally can be regarded as labelled transition systems with an infinite number of states. Labelled transition systems are one of the most pop ular models for describing the behavior of different systems. To study the properties of such systems with an infinite number of states, the following methods and approaches are used. The semantic properties can be conveniently analyzed using the theory of well structured transition systems [1, 5] . This theory is based on the upper (lower) compatibility of the quasi order and relation of transitions given on the set of states of the transition system. The algorithmic undecidability of particular problems is demonstrated on the basis of counter machines of different classes. For counter machines that can be easily simulated by some formal system (formalism), one can demonstrate that a given problem is undecidable; then, the result is naturally extended to the whole formalism. An example is lossy counter machines [13] , which were intro duced for studying the undecidable properties of lossy systems.
Earlier, the authors of studies [11, 17] proposed and investigated a formalism of communicating col oring processes as a tool for modeling the transfer of different type data between components of a distrib uted system with the property of both upward and downward compatibility between a well quasi order ing (on set of states) and a transition relation. The undecidability of a number of problems for this formal ism was proved with the help of automaton counter machines (introduced in [16] ), which can be easily simulated by communicating coloring processes. In turn, the automaton counter machines grew subse quently into a separate subject of investigations [12, 19] . The main difference of the counter machines of this class from machines of other classes is that the data control is shifted to transition arcs. In automaton counter machines, each transition is governed nondeterministically in line with local control states and independent of the manipulated data.
In this paper, we study a class of languages that can generate automaton counter machines. We dem onstrate that this class is close with respect to the operations of union, regular intersection, concatenation, infinite iteration, homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism. It follows from here that this is a full abstract family of languages [7] with all the subsequent properties. Furthermore, the class of automaton counter machine languages (ACML) is close with respect to the intersection and substitution but is not closed with respect to complement and reverse. For the ACML class, the problems of emptiness and rec By Succ(s) = where Succ t (s) = {s' ∈ S | s s'}, we denote the set of successor states for s; by Pred(s) = where Pred t (s) = {s' ∈ S | s' s}, we denote the preceding states for s.
A computation for an LTS is a finite or infinite chain of transitions s 0 s 1 s 2 → …, where s 0 is the initial state of the system. The notation s s' means that there exists a (finite) transition sequence map ping the state s into the state s'.
By a well structured transition system with upward (or downward) compatibility, we call the transition system LTS = (S, T, →, s 0 ) coupled with the quasi order relation р⊆ S × S satisfying the following con ditions: р is a wqo upward compatible with the transition relation →; namely, for any states s 1 р s 2 and the transition s 1 , there is a transition s 2 such that р (accordingly, the wqo р is down ward compatible with the transition relation →; namely, for any states s 1 р s 2 and the transition s 2 , there is a transition s 1 such that р ) [5] .
Let us denote Succ = (K) = K ∪ Succ(K) and recall that ↑X = {y ∈ S | x ∈ X : y у x}, where X ⊆ S. Proposition 4 ([5] ). Let K and K' be the sets of states of a well structured transition system (LTS, р) with downward compatibility. If K and K' satisfy the condition ↑K ⊆ ↑K', we have ↑Succ
Proof. Suppose that s ∈ ↑Succ = (K), where s ∉ ↑K, because, otherwise, s ∈ ↑K would imply that s ∈ ↑Succ = (K'). Then, there exist an s 1 ∈ K and a transition s 1 , such that р s. Because ↑K ⊆ ↑K', there exists an s 2 ∈ K' such that s 2 р s 1 . Because the LTS is downward compatible, there exists a transition р such that р s 2 . Consequently, р s. We obtained that ∈ Succ
Let s be a state of the well structured transition system (LTS, р) with downward compatibility. We define the sequence K 0 , K 1 , K 2 , …, where K 0 = {s}, K n + 1 = K n ∪ Succ(K n ). Let m be the first index in this
AUTOMATON COUNTER RECOGNIZER
An automaton counter machine (ACM) is a set of eight elements ( q 0 , q f , Q, X, →, T, E), where X = (x 1 , …, x m ) is a finite set of counters, Q = {q 0 , …, q f } is a finite set of states, q 0 is the initial state, q f is the final state, is the vector of the initial values of counters, T is a finite set of action labels corresponding to the expression (transformation) over the counters, →⊆ Q \ {q f } × T × Q is a relation of transitions, and the notation' is used to denote the transition (q, t, q') ∈→. Each transition label t is matched by an expression E(t) of the set E, which is a finite set of expressions over counters of the form x i := x i (the counter value stays unchanged), x i := x i + 1, x i := x i 1 or x i := x i + min(x j , 1), where is the operation of subtraction to zero, i, j = 1, …, m.
For convenience, by X i +, X i , and X i (X j )+, we denote the expressions x i := x i + 1, x i := x i 1, and x i := x i +min(, 1), respectively. We omit expressions of the form x i := x i .
The configuration of the counter machine is the set (q i , c 1 , …, c m ), where q i is the state of the machine and c i ∈ ‫ގ‬ is the value of the corresponding counter ‫ގ(‬ is the set of natural numbers including zero). The
transition from one configuration to another has the form (q, ) (q', ); i.e., the transition from the configuration (q, ) to the configuration (q', ) changes the counter values by more than unity in line with the expression-command E(t) assigned the transition label t:
if t corresponds to the expression The execution of a counter machine is a sequence of configurations s 0 → s 1 → s 2 → … with an initial configuration s 0 = (q 0 , ) determined inductively in line with the transition rules.
On the set of configurations of a counter machine, one can naturally specify a partial order relation р. For two configurations of the machine, we have (q, c 1 
This relation is a wqo by Dickson's lemma [3] (see Proposition 3).
It can be easily checked that any automaton counter machine (acM, р) has the property of both upward and downward compatibility between the wqo р set of states with a relation of transitions [11, 12, 18, 19] .
It follows from here that, for automaton counter machines, the covering problem (which, in this case, is to decide for the configurations (q, ) and (q', ) whether the configuration (q'', ) (q', ) can be reached if executing from (q, )) is decidable. A partial case of this problem is to decide whether some other zero configuration (q, 0, …, 0) can be reached from the initial configuration (q 0 , 0, …, 0). It is impor tant to note that the reachability of a non zero configuration is an undecidable problem for automaton counter machines [12, 18, 19] .
For convenience, we represent the transition rules as q (q', , meaning that there exists a tran sition t from the state q to q' when the vector of the old counter values is supplemented with the vector in line with the expression E(t). For example, the transition rules for x i := x i + min(x j , 1) and x i := x i 1 can be rewritten as (the expressions min(x j , 1) and 1 stand in the ith positions) and where 1 is subtraction to zero and min(x j , 1) is a function returning the minimum of unity and the value of the counter x j .
Let us consider the automaton counter machine as a tool recognizing or rejecting words in some alpha bet Σ, which are read by the machine with the help of a special input tape head. To this end, each label of transition t is matched by a character of the set Σ ∪ {ε}, where ε is an "empty" string. We assume that Σ(t) = ε if the transition t is matched by an empty string and Σ(t) = a if the transition t is matched by the character a ∈ Σ. The machine works in the following way. Starting with the leftmost character on the tape, the machine reads a character from the tape at each step and (1) either performs the transition t from one con figuration to another corresponding to the character on the tape and moves the reading head right one cell
) .
)
of the tape (2) or performs the transition t corresponding to the character ε without moving the reading head on the tape.
Thus, the conception of the machine configuration is extended. Let aα be the unread part of the input string (word), q be the current state of the machine, and be the vector of the current values of the counter. Now, by the machine configuration, we call the ordered triple (q, aα, ). The transition from one configuration to another can be of the following two types: (1) for Σ(t) = a;
Denote by an arbitrary (including zero) number of transitions (steps) of an automaton counter machine.
We launch the machine at the initial state q 0 for vanishing values of the counter. If there exists such a sequence of transitions that (when the word has been fully read) turns the machine into the final state q f also for zero values of the counters, this word is said to be admitted or accepted by the machine. In all the other cases, the word is said to be rejected.
More formally, a language that is admissible (recognizable) by an automaton counter machine ACM is the set of words in the alphabet Σ:
where Σ* is the set of all words in the alphabet Σ, q 0 is the initial state, and q f is the final state.
Hereafter, we call a counter machine operating as a recognizer of some formal language a machinerecognizer. Figure 1 shows examples of languages of automaton counter machines-recognizers. For the language = { | n у 0}, the automaton counter machine-recognizer (left panel) was constructed using the fact that n 2 = (2n -1) + (2n -3) + … + 3 + 1. The counter V acts as a "protector" from an invalid transition and enables a transition only by the zero value of the reference counter. If the counter X is non zero, the command V(X)+ adds the value of the counter V by unity. Further, no operations of decreasing the value of V are executed. Thus, all the paths passing through the command V(X) + c with an increased value of V do not lead to the acceptance of the word corresponding to this path.
MAIN THEOREMS ON PROBLEMS OF EMPTINESS AND RECOGNITION OF WORDS
Lemma 1. Let (q, ) be a configuration of an automaton counter machine acM and w = t 1 t 2 …t k be a sequence of acM transitions mapping (q, ) into the zero final configuration (q f , ). Then, the sequence of transitions w also maps any configuration (q, ) р (q, ) into (q f , ). Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that the wqo р is downward compatible with the rela tion → of transitions of the automaton counter machine.
Theorem 1. The problem of determining the emptiness of a language given by an automaton counter machine-recognizer is decidable.
Proof. The problem of emptiness (of the language) for an automaton counter machine-recognizer is reduced to the problem of reachability from the initial configuration (q 0 , 0, …, 0) to the final zero config uration (q f , 0, …, 0) for the initial automaton counter machine, which, in turn, is a partial case of the sub covering problem. Indeed, it will suffice to construct the set ↑Succ*(q 0 , 0, …, 0) and check whether the final zero configuration (q f , 0, …, 0) enters into it. Because any automaton counter machine is a well structured transition system with downward compatibility, the given problem is decidable (see Proposition 7).
We allow ourselves only slightly to specify (with the aim of optimization) the general schematic of the construction of the set ↑Succ*(s) from Proposition 7. The point is in that, for automaton counter machines, in generating the sequence
, and ↑K m = ↑K m + 1 , each K i can be a redundant basis for the upward close set ↑K i . If there are two configura tions s and s' belonging to K i such that s р s', the larger configuration s' has no effect on the sequence of c c q aα c , ,
upward close sets ↑K 0 , ↑K 1 , …, ↑K m , because, for the configuration ∈ K i + 1 , s' → , there will be nec essarily found a configuration
Therefore, it makes sense to minimize the set K i at each step i or, more exactly, to construct the set K i so that it is promptly minimal. In that case, the set K m will be a minimal finite basis for ↑Succ*(s).
Let us note also that the previous lemma implies that the covering tree of the automaton counter machine recognizing a nonempty language and with a root in the zero initial configuration must contain the final zero configuration. The covering tree can be effectively constructed.
The class of languages can be formally considered as a pair (Σ, ᏸ) [2] , where Σ' is a countable infinite set of characters; ᏸ is the set of subsets in Σ'*; and, for each language L ∈ ᏸ, there exists a finite subset Σ of the set Σ', such that L ⊆ Σ*.
Proposition 9 ([2]). Let ᏸ be a class of languages for which the problem of emptiness is decidable. If ᏸ is effectively close with respect to the intersection with regular sets, the problem of whether a word belongs to a language is decidable too.
Proof. Let L ⊆ Σ* be any language of ᏸ and w be an arbitrary word of Σ*. The word w belongs to L if and only if L ∩ {w} ≠ 
Theorem 2. The class of automaton counter machines is effectively close with respect to intersection with regular sets (languages).
, where Σ is a finite alphabet, Q 1 is a finite set of the automaton states, ∈ Q 1 is the initial state, F 1 ⊆ Q 1 is the set of final states, and δ : Q × Σ → Q is an everywhere defined function of transitions. Recall that δ*(q, ε) = q, δ*(q, αa) = δ(δ*(q, α), a) and q ∈ Q 1 for all α ∈ Σ*, a ∈ Σ. 
and where Thus, the closeness with respect to regular intersection (intersection with a regular language) com pletes the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The problem whether a word belongs to a language given by an automaton counter machinerecognizer is decidable.
Proof. The algorithm of recognition of an arbitrary word α with the help of an automaton counter machine is similar to the algorithm of the solution of the emptiness problem. The difference is in that the stabilizing sequence of upward close sets is generated in line with the distribution of characters in the word α to be recognized.
Let us denote by α(i) the ith character in the word α. We define the set Succ α(i) (s) as the set of config urations reachable by the machine at one step from the configuration s with the help of those transitions that correspond to the character α(i). Accordingly, Succ*(s) is the set of configurations reachable at one step from the configuration s with the help of ε transitions. Recall that Succ*(s) is the set of configurations reachable from s at zero or more steps (reachability set). Then, the algorithm of recognition of α can be described as follows.
At the first step, the algorithm constructs (on the basis of the mechanism considered in the preceding theorem) the set ↑A 0 = ↑Suc which will be represented by its minimal finite basis A 0 . At the next step, the set ↑A 1 = ↑Succ α(1) (A 0 ) is constructed. Next, the ε closure = ↑Suc is again constructed. Then, the set of configurations ↑A 2 = ↑Succ α(2) ( ) reachable with respect to the next char acter α(2) is constructed, and so on. At the last but one step, we obtain the set ↑A k = ↑Succ α(k) ( ), where k = |α|. The last step constructs the set = ↑Suc which is represented by its minimal finite basis
The word α belongs to the language of the automaton counter machine-recognizer if and only if we have (q f , 0, …, 0) ∈ for the final zero configuration.
CLOSURE PROPERTIES
Let L, L 1 , and L 2 be languages in the alphabet Σ. Then, the languages Proof. The closedness with respect to union is apparent. The idea of constructing an automaton counter machine union admitting the union of two other automaton counter machines is illustrated in Fig. 2 (left panel) .
The operations of concatenation and iteration for automaton counter machines-recognizers (see Fig. 2 , bottom and right panels, respectively) are performed using an auxiliary counter V that "allows" the next component to be included into the process of recognition of the string only if the counter values are zero at the final state of the preceding component-recognizer. The machines-recognizers that are under the action of concatenation and union operations do not contain the counter V and, consequently, do not affect its value. If some sequence of transitions leads to a nonzero value of the "allowing" counter V, no further sequence of transitions can lead to a zero final configuration of the automaton counter machines ACM 2 and ACM (because the given construct contains no commands for decreasing the values of the counter V).
Theorem 5. The class of automaton counter machines-recognizers is closed with respect to the operations of intersection.
Proof. Let L(ACM 1 ) and L(ACM 2 ) be the languages of the automaton counter machines ACM 1 = and ACM 2 = respectively.
We construct an automaton counter machine ACM = allowing the lan
in the following way. We assume that Q = Q 1 × Q 2 , q 0 = ( ), and q f = ( ). Let us rename the counters of the machines ACM 1 and ACM 2 so that X 1 ∪ X 2 = Then, we have X = X 1 ∩ X 2 . The transition t ∈ T from one configuration (new machine) to another is defined as (1) 
Note that the constructed transition t number 1 does not satisfy the definition of an automaton counter machine because the label t is matched by two commands (but under different counters) simultaneously. To bring this transition into a conventional form, we break it into two sequential transitions (the order of the transitions is unimportant); i.e., we replace by where Σ(t') = a and Σ(t'') = ε.
By induction reasoning, it can be easily shown that the relation is valid if and only if and
This means that a string is allowed by the machine ACM if and only if it is allowed by the machines ACM 1 and ACM 2 simultaneously; i.e., it belongs to the intersection L(ACM 1 ) ∩ L(ACM 2 ). Figure 3 shows an example of constructing an automaton counter machine allowing the intersection of the languages of two automaton counter machines. The states from which the final state cannot be reached were excluded from the set of states of the machine-intersection (for example, the states (1, 2) and (2, 1)).
The homomorphism of words is a function on the set of words substituting a certain sequence of char acters for each character of the given word. Formally, if h is a homomorphism of the alphabet Σ and w = a 1 a 2 …a n is a sequence of characters in Σ, we have h(w) = h(a 1 )h(a 2 )…h(a n ). Thus, h is first applied to each character of the word w and then the resulting sequences of characters are combined in a suitable order.
The homomorphism of a language is defined by its application to each word of the language; i.e., if L is a language in the alphabet Σ and h is a homomorphism on Σ, then h(L) = {h(w) | w ∈ L}. 
X+
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Let h : Σ* → Δ* be a homomorphism and L be a language in the alphabet Δ. Then, h -1 (L) is the inverse homomorphism of L defined as the set of words w ∈ Σ* for which h(w) ∈ L.
Theorem 6. The class of languages of automaton counter machines is closed with respect to homomorphism.
Proof. Let L(ACM) be the language of the automaton counter machine ACM = and h : Σ* → Δ* be a homomorphism. On the basis of ACM, we construct the automaton counter machine Proof. Let L(ACM) be a language of the automaton counter machine ACM = and h : Σ* → Δ* be a homomorphism. Based on ACM, we construct the
To this end, we take only the "skeleton" (the set Q of states) of the ACM. At the same time, by gener ating an additional set Q' of states, we define the rules of transitions of the new machine ACM ' in the following way. For each character a ∈ Σ and mapping h(a) = w = … where ∈ Σ, we construct a determin istic finite automaton DA w , allowing only a single word w = … with an initial state p 0 and the final state p f . For each such automaton DA w and each state q ∈ Q of the machine ACM, we construct an autom aton counter machine-intersection ACM × DA w as was done in proving the theorem on closedness with respect to a regular intersection (Theorem 2) with the only difference being that, each time we take the current state q as the initial state for the ACM, we disregard the final state q f considering it as an ordinary state. The resulting machine-intersection ACM × DA w will have a single initial state (q, p 0 ) and several final states (q 1 , p f ), …, (q k , p f ), where q i ∈ Q, and using them will allow (if the intersection is nonempty) only the single word w as earlier. The union of the sets of states of the resulting machines-intersections will gen erate the set Q' of the machine ACM'. Now, we match all the transitions of the machine ACM × DA w to an empty word ε; i.e., we "dispersonalize" all the transitions of this machine. Then, we construct a transition of ACM' from the current state q ∈ Q into the initial state (q, p 0 ) of the machine ACM × DA w with the label a ∈ Σ; i.e., and, using all the final states of the form (q i , p f ) of the machine ACM × DA w , we construct ε transitions to the corresponding states q i ∈ Q of the machine ACM'. Thus, we constructed the machine ACM' on the basis of the machine ACM × DA w by joining the latter to the first. As seen from the construction, the sus pension ACM × DA w for q and h(a) = w = … acts as all the possible transitions from q to other states q i by the word w = … (of course, if this is possible), while performing in this case a transition by the character a ∈ Σ. Executing this operation for all pairs of q and h(a), we obtain the automaton counter machine ACM' recognizing the language h -1 (L(ACM)). Let us generalize the results of the closedness with respect to the operations of union, concatenation, iteration, and homomorphism with the help of the theorem on closedness with respect to the operations of substitution because all the above listed operations can be implemented by a corresponding substitution [21] .
Assume that, for each character a of the alphabet Σ, a language is chosen in an arbitrary finite alphabet. The choice of languages defines the function s on Σ, and L a is denoted as s(a) for each character a. If w = a 1 a 2 …a n is a word of Σ*, s(w) is a language of all words α 1 α 2 …α n with α i ∈ s(a i ); i.e., s(w) is a concatenation of the languages s(a 1 )s(a 2 )…s(a n ). Let us extend the definition of substitution to languages:
Theorem 8. If L is a language in the alphabet Σ allowable by an automaton counter machine-recognizer and s is a substitution on Σ at which s(a) is a language of the automaton counter machine-recognizer for each a ∈ Σ, then s(L) also is a language for some automaton counter machine-recognizer.
Proof. Let ACM be an automaton counter machine-recognizer with counters X 1 , …, X n allowing the language L and let ACM a be an automaton machine with counters Y 1 , …, Y n allowing the language s(a). The automaton counter machine-recognizer ACM' for the language s(L) is constructed on the basis of ACM by substituting each transition of the form q 1 q 2 , where f(X) is some operation over the counter X i , for the machine ACM a with the help of a special "deciding" counter V, as shown in Fig. 4 . Evidently, the class of automaton counter machines-recognizers (ACM) completely involves the class of regular languages. However, the class of ACM languages is incomparable by inclusion with the class of context free languages. Indeed, automaton counter machines-recognizers allow the language | 0 р n р k р l}, which is not context free. On the other hand, the ACM machines are unable to recognize zero values of counters: they can merely check the counters for being nonempty. Therefore, the context free language {a n b n | n у 0} is not an ACM language. In addition, the class of ACM languages is a full abstract family of languages (full AFL) closed by intersection. It is well known from the theory of formal languages (see, for example, [6] ) that the least full AFL closed by intersection and containing the language {a n b n | n у 0} is a family of recursively enumerable languages, i.e., a class of languages allowed by the Turing machine (or by the Minsky machine). Automaton counter machines are weaker than Minsky counter machines; there fore, the class of ACM machines cannot contain the language {a n b n | n у 0}. Otherwise, we would have that Minsky machines and automaton counter machines are equipotent, which surely is not the case.
Languages of automaton counter machines are context sensitive. For any ACM machine, one can eas ily construct a context free grammar generating a language of this machine or simulate the ACM machine by a linearly bounded automaton.
As an example of the class of languages that also is incomparable with the class of context free lan guages but fully enters into the class of context sensitive languages, we can mention the class of Petri net languages. However, the latter is incomparable by inclusion with the class of automaton counter machines because Petri net s cannot recognize the language {(a n b k )* | 0 р n р k} (which is admissible by an ACM machine) because of the nonclosedness with respect to infinite iteration (Kleene's closure).
In addition to the subject of closedness with respect to different operations, we note that the class of ACM languages is not closed with respect to reverse; i.e., for an arbitrary language L of the machine ACM, the language L R = {w R | w ∈ R}, where w R is the word w with its characters ordered inversely, may not be a language of automaton counter machines. For example, the language { | 0 р n}, which is inverse to the language { | 0 р n}, is not an ACM language. Otherwise, the language intersection would have been an ACM language, which is invalid as shown above. 
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Likewise, the class of ACM languages is not closed with respect to a complement because Thus, the following theorem is valid.
Theorem 9. The class of automaton counter machines is not closed with respect to the operations of inver sion (reverse) and complement.
INCLUSION AND LANGUAGE EQUALITY PROBLEMS
The problem of language inclusion is to find an algorithm deciding whether any two counter machines-recognizers acM 1 and acM 2 satisfy the relation where L(acM i ) is a language recognizable by the machine acM i , i = 1, 2.
In the case of the problem of the language equality, the above relation has the form Later, we will show that both problems are undecidable for automaton counter machines-recognizers. This is proved by reducing Hilbert's tenth problem to the problems under consideration (proved by anal ogy with the undecidability of the inclusion and equivalence problems of reachability sets (labels) for Petri networks as done by Rabin and Hack [8, 9] ; the description of the proofs can be found in [14, 15] ).
The undecidability of Hilbert's tenth problem was found by Matiasevich [20] . This problem is formu lated in the following way: whether there exists an algorithm allowing one to establish whether the poly nomial P(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) with integer coefficients has an integer solution; i.e., whether there exists a vector of integer numbers (c 1 The undecidability of the problem of language equality for automaton counter machines is proved in three steps. First, Hilbert's tenth problem is reduced to the problem of inclusion of "supergraphs" of poly nomials. Then, the latter is reduced to the problem of the inclusion of languages of automaton counter machines-recognizers. Finally, the problem of the inclusion of languages is reduced to the problem of the equality of languages for automaton counter machines-recognizers. This indicates that Hilbert's tenth problem, known to be undecidable, is reduced to the problem of equality, which thus must be undecidable too.
The graph G(P) of a Diophantine polynomial P(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) with nonnegative coefficients is the set By the supergraph OG(P) of a Diophantine polynomial P(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) with nonnegative coefficients, we call the set The problem of inclusion of supergraphs of polynomials is to decide whether two Diophantine poly nomials A and B satisfy the relation OG(A) ⊆ OG(B).
Lemma 2. The problem of the inclusion of supergraphs of polynomials is undecidable.
Proof. We use almost completely the reasoning used for proving the similar proposition for graphs of polynomials [14] and reduce Hilbert's tenth problem to the given problem of inclusion of supergraphs of polynomials.
The proof is restricted to problems with integer nonnegative solutions. If the vector (x 1 , …, x n ) is a solu tion of P(x 1 , …, x n ) = 0 with x i < 0, the vector (x 1 , …, -x i , …, x n ) is a solution of P(x 1 , …, -x i , …, x n ) = 0. Consequently, to decide whether (x 1 , …, x n ) is a solution of an arbitrary polynomial, one needs only to check each of the 2 n polynomials obtained as a result of changing the sign of some subset of variables for the nonnegative solution.
Similarly, because P 2 (x 1 , …, x n ) = 0 if and only if P(x 1 , …, x n ) = 0, one needs to consider only those polynomials whose values are nonnegative. Now, we can separate any polynomial P(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) into two polynomials Q 1 (x 1 , …, x n ) and Q 2 (x 1 , …, x n ), such that while putting all the terms with positive coefficients into Q 1 and those with negative coefficients into Q 2 . Because P(x 1 , …, x n ) у 0, we have Q 1 (x 1 , …, x n ) у Q 2 (x 1 , …, x n ) and P(x 1 , …, x n ) = 0 if and only if Q 1 (x 1 , …,
Let us consider two supergraphs of polynomials:
Now, OG(Q 1 ) ⊆ OG(Q 2 + 1) if and only if for all nonnegative x 1 , …, x n and y, it follows from y у Q 1 ( 
Finally, to decide whether the equation P(x 1 , …, x n ) = 0 has a solution, it is necessary to show that the relation OG(Q 1 ) ⊆ OG(Q 2 + 1) does not hold.
Let Σ = {a, b} be a two character alphabet. In this alphabet, we consider the following language:
Evidently, the two polynomials P(x 1 , …, x n ) and P'(x 1 , …, x n ) satisfy the relation Thus, to decide whether the inclusion OG(P) ⊆ OG(P ') occurs, one can check L OG(P) ⊆ L OG(P ') . How ever, as has been just shown, the problem of the inclusion of supergraphs of polynomials is undecidable; consequently, the problem of the inclusion of languages of the type L OG(P) also is undecidable. Now, if we prove (more exactly, point to a technique of construction) that, for each polynomial P(x 1 , …, x n ) у 0 with integer nonnegative coefficients, one can construct an automaton counter machine rec ognizing the language L OG(P) , this will mean that the problem of inclusion of languages for automaton counter machines-recognizers is undecidable.
We will say that an automaton counter machine computes the value of the polynomial P(x 1 , …, x n ) if and only if it starts to operate at the initial configuration (q 0 , x 1 , …, x n , 0, …, 0) and terminates its operation at the final configuration (q f , 0, …, 0, P(x 1 , …, x n ), 0, …, 0).
Let us show how this can be done. First, we construct an automaton counter machine computing the function of multiplication (of two numbers). Based on this, we can construct a composite machine that computes the value of each term through the sequential composition of multiplication machines and the summation of the results.
The automaton counter machine realizing (in our sense) the function of the multiplication of two numbers and the automaton counter machine of summation are shown in Fig. 5 (the left and right panels, respectively).
The automaton counter machine computing some monomial of a Diophantine polynomial is shown in Fig. 6 and is a combination of multiplication machines. The automaton counter machine-recognizer allowing the language of a supergraph of the polynomial P(x 1 , …, x n ) Thus, we obtained that the following theorem holds.
Theorem 10. The problem of the inclusion of languages is undecidable for automaton counter machinesrecognizers.
For two arbitrary sets A and B, we have
To demonstrate that the equality of languages of two automaton counter machines-recognizers is unde cidable, it is necessary to show that a new automaton counter machine-recognizer can be constructed that allows the union of the languages of the original machines. This automaton counter machine is evi dently constructed as shown in Fig. 2 (left panel) .
Theorem 11. The problem of the equality of languages is undecidable for automaton counter machinesrecognizers.
We assume that the alphabet Δ for the automaton counter machine is a finite set of pairs of the form (a character in the alphabet Σ or ε, a machine command). On the set of automaton counter machines, we define the relation of regular equivalence in the following way.
Two automaton counter machines are regularly equivalent if and only if the nondeterministic finite automata over the alphabet Δ constituting the basis of these automaton counter machines are equivalent (i.e., allow one and the same language). Then, the following expression evidently holds:
ACM1 ACM2 ⇒ L(ACM1) = L(ACM2).
The relation is decidable because the problem of equivalence of nondeterministic finite automata is decidable. The inverse implication does not hold. Otherwise, we would have that the problem of equality of languages for automaton counter machines is decidable because two automaton counter machines can be easily reduced to one alphabet Δ without affecting the languages allowed by them. 
